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Exhilarating, Eclectic, Gypsy-Fueled Sounds from the
Japonize Elephants

by delarue

The Japonize Elephants (http://www.thejaponizeelephants.com) have a new
record, Melodie Fantastique, just out, and it’s everything you would expect from
the well-loved, cinematic circus rock orchestra. As usual, it’s trippy beyond belief,
full of sly humor and ferocious playing. Calling them a gypsy band would be
somewhat accurate but not completely. There’s also a steampunk streak that runs
through frontman/guitarist Sylvain Carton’s songs like a rocket to Mars launched
from the 1886 Paris Exposition. In their alternate universe, bluegrass, noir cabaret,
gypsy music, klezmer, movie themes and vintage Lebanese sounds all coexist
simultaneously in the same song, more or less. There is no other band on the planet
who sound remotely like them.

One of the reasons is Jeremy Baron’s banjo, whose fluid frailing anchors the
romping, gypsy-flavored tunes and adds a brisk, rustic country edge. Jason Slota
plays tersely echoey, sometimes otherworldly lines on his vibraphone alongside
the sizzling twin violins of Megan Gould and Dina Maccabee (also of the
deliciously eclectic Real Vocal String Quarte (http://www.rvsq.com)t). The jazzier
passages are carried by the sax and flute of Mitch Marcus and Chris Hiatt. Calling
them an orchestra is not overstating the case: there are a lot of people in this band.

A vaudevillian joke and then a nimbly scampering gypsy-rock tune kick off the
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album. The title track is the most majestically breathtaking of all the songs, a
shapeshifting instrumental that’s part noir tango, part levantine overture, part
klezmer dance and part bluegrass, and ends in the last place you would expect it
to. The Ancient Mariner’s Boat Show follows it, a twisted, menacing bolero, and
then a skronky diptych that sounds like the Lounge Lizards covering the Ventures.
You want eclectic?

Gould’s intense Middle Eastern violin solo is the high point of the the uneasily
cinematic Call the Zagorsky, followed by the surreallistically lovely oldtime
country ballad Breusters, which wouldn’t be out of place in the Balthrop Alabama
(http://www.balthropalabama.com) catalog from a few years ago. The Publisher’s
Clearing House Special is a gypsy rock update on the Tubes’ What Do You Want
from Life, a cautiomary tale for anyone who might want to rent Dollywood for a
week

They go back to vaudevillian and sarcastic with the swaying waltz Lord Crin Crin,
follow that with a grinning Spike Jones-style interlude and then Whiskey Willie II,
a jaunty bluegrass tune about a bum whose life is about to take an unexpected turn
(the stories in these songs are frequently too good to give away). La Vida Callejon
Rapida makes fun of Mexican ranchera dramatics, while Fiddle Three takes an Irish
reel and adds horns and vibraphone as if every Irish band in the world had them.
There’s also the faux-lounge theatrics of Swimming Upstairs, the Zappa-tinged,
distantly Middle Eastern This Zorlockian Anthem, a LMAO parody of birthday
songs, a couple of droll piano miniatures by Marcus and an unexpectedly straight-
up cover of Stardust. Is there anything else they possibly could have included here?
A baby’s arm holding an apple? This one’s a lock for one of the best albums of the
year: serious Top Ten material.
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